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The Aquaman Story
 

The story opens in the little,
shoreline

 town of Amnesty Bay, Maine, in
1985. On an exceptionally blustery

evening, beacon guardian
 Thomas Curry (Temeura Morrison)

finds an oblivious lady (Nicole
Kidman) appeared on the shore

 with an injury in her belly
 region. He carries her to

his home and house her. In spite
of the fact that she seems

terrified
and  befuddled when she

awakens, Thomas offers her grace
and watches out for her

injury. She lets him know she
 goes by Atlanna, queen
 of Atlantis, and the two

start a heartfelt
connection.



The Aquaman Story
 

Thomas and Atlanna spend the
following couple of years together,
they fell in love, and they become

parents to a child, Arthur.
Everything appears to be

wonderful until one day when a
group of Atlantean commandos

burst into their home and begin to
go after determined to return

Atlanna to her pledged, King Orvax.
Atlanna retaliates and thrashes
the commandos, passing on her

opportunity to pull off Thomas and
Arthur. Atlanna tells Thomas she
should get back to Atlantis for his
and Arthur's security, however she
commitments to get back to the
two of them sometime in the not

so distant future. She says
farewell to Thomas and hops once
more into the sea, leaving Arthur
her five-pronged ocean fork for

when he is prepared to utilize it.
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Years after the fact, we see
 Arthur as a youngster on a school

field outing to the aquarium.
He is seen conversing with the fish,
 and two domineering jerks begin

to insult and ridicule him for it.
A shark then, at that point, begins
beating on the glass, breaking it

marginally and terrifying
every other person. They watch in

awe as all the ocean animals
 assemble right behind Arthur
and his eyes sparkle yellow as

he has them at his order.
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After twenty years, a group
of privateers drove by Jesse Kane

 and his child David  assume
control over a Russian submarine.

Subsequent to curbing the men
ready, the bad guys observe that

 they hit something, or rather,
something hit them. It's the now

grown-up Arthur, better
 referred to by a larger number of

people as Aquaman, acting
 the hero. He advances into the

sub and starts battling the
privateers, laying them generally

 out effortlessly prior to
 pursuing the Kanes. Jesse

 fires a RPG at Arthur, believing
 he's killed him, yet Arthur

gets himself, totally
 solid.

 
 










































